Connecting silos through design thinking: Radical collaboration in the Wearables Research Collaboratory

In their comparative study of competencies of translators and technical communicators, Minacori and Veisblat (2010) document the convergence of skills across these professions. They identify the following skills of technical translation students as most attractive to employers: analyzing, understanding, and conveying the meaning of a technical text; understanding audience; and writing clear instructions (p.761), and technical communication curricula includes assignments that focus on these areas. However, technical communicators increasingly must address ambiguous and ill-defined problems, i.e., situations in which design thinking competencies are most needed. Design thinking pedagogies include prototyping, working across “silged” cultures, and embracing non-sequential processes for developing multiple solutions demanded of complex problems.

Study of design thinking methodology is rarely found in technical communication scholarship; therefore, we share a case study of the Wearables Research Collaboratory (WRC, wrcollab.umn.edu) in which eight of us--two faculty, two graduate students, and four undergraduate research assistants--collaborated across academic silos to deploy design thinking methodology in investigations of wearable technologies.

We discuss collaboration across cultures of central vs. departmental units, seniority, and academic position; describe learning experiences that support sustained periods of question finding, ideation, and visualization; and provide a model of “radical collaboration” for work beyond silos.
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